
39000 Wiring Harness 

Start by removing the old wiring harness and old Regenerative Contactor (if the car has 
one). Then route the new harness as shown in pictures A,C,D,I,K and L. Leave the harness 
loose at this point and tie strap it to the fame after everything is done. 
In the Dash area you will have a gang of wires, Red, Blue Orange, Brown, and one Black 
one. Connect the Blue wire that is marked M and N to one of the key switch terminals. The 
short blue wire (N) extension is only used if you have a need for some sort of 48 volt Positive 
accessory. On the other key switch terminal connect the red wire marked W. The extensions 
from that red wire connect to + Positive side of Back Up Alarm (X or Y wire) and to + Positive 
side of Battery Discharge Light. Connect the Brown wire (V) to the Battery Discharge Light 
Negative side. Connect the Orange wire (G) to Back Up Alarm negative side. Should you 
have need of a 48 volt negative source you can use the black wire (U) otherwise tape it up. 
As you route the harness along the frame (passenger side) you will notice five wires of white, 
blue, yellow, purple, and purple. Use picture (K) for connections. Connect the blue wire to 
the MCOR red wire. Connect the green wire to MCOR green wire. That is the foot switch 
circuit. Connect the two purple wires together marked (C). Connect the two yellow wires 
together marked (B). Connect the white wire marked (A) to the MCOR black wire. On some 
cars the black wire can be white or black with white strip. You can use different connectors 
if you do not have style on the 39000 harness. Any automotive store should have matching 
connectors.
Next is picture (J) the Forward and Reverse Switch. The three wires used are Blue, Gray and 
Brown. Brown wire (H) connects to the switch right hand terminal. Connect Gray wire (T) to 
the left hand terminal. Connect Blue wire (K) to the center terminal. 
Next is picture D,E, and F. Connect red wire (F) with inline fuse (F2) to the large contactor 
terminal that is connected to the battery pack Positive (C Picture). Connect the blue wire 
marked (E/D) to one of the small Contactor terminals. Also connected to that same small 
terminal are blue wires K,L,J and I. If the car has a contactor with spade connections you 
can just cut the ends and extend a wire with a female spade connector. On the other small 
contactor terminal connec the black wire marked (P) . Black wire (U) is a negative feed to 
the dash should you need to connect an accessory of some sort. Tape it up or con-nect ot 
M- on ther controller. 
The trianglular connector in picture (H) is the Speed Sensor connection on the motor.
The 16 pin Molex connector plugs into the controller. Also shown in picture (G) a 16 pin to 24 
connnector is used for motor/controller upgrades and is not part of this kit. 

Brown wire (V) connects to the computer brown wire.  Note: the key switch now becomes 
the Ru/Tow switch. You will not be using the Run/Tow but you can should you wish to. Just 
change the fuse wire routign to Run/Tow and add battery positive to the switch (Run/Tow). 
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Computer Wiring:
Cut the red wire (B) and the half going into the computer connect to main battery positive. A 
good spot in on the main solenoid large terminal that connect directly to battery number posi-
tive.
Cut brown wire (C) and the half going to the computer connect to the new harness brown wire 
marked with a V on it. It also has a make 1/4” spade connector. This will operate the dash 
discharge indicator and is a negative pulse. 
The yellow wire do nothing with it just tape it up.
The large 12 gauge wire (A) connect to B- on the controller. That is a main battery negative. That 
is the same terminal the large negative cable fro the battery pack is connected. 




